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I am very happy that KPAF Hyderabad is However if any of the Maraka or Bhadhaka is in 12th
launching its international magazine on kp bhava from their house reduces the propensity of the
astrology under the leadership of Sri Rajendra evilness of the planet.
Nimje, IAS..
For fixed signs 9th is a Bhadhaka lord but being a
In the inaugural issue it is appropriate to bhagyasthana apart from ownership of another
highlight favourable houses and cusp lords for Kendra/Kona house and as friend of Lagnesh
bestowing long life (deerghaayuhu) and good reduces its evil propensity. In case of Taurus -Saturn
lord of 9th & 10th is also Yogakaraka for this lagna.
health.
For Leo -Mars lord of 9th & 4th is also favourable. For
As per kp system a correct birth time is Scorpions Moon is 9th lord, if it is waxing it is
inevitable for arriving at right cuspal sublords favourable. For Aquarians Venus lord of 9th & 4th is
for accurate prediction.
favourable. If the 9th lord in the above cases gets
For long life ascendant cuspal sublord should signification of Maraka houses then only they are
connect to houses 1,3,5,9 &10 without negative to longevity.
connecting to Maraka & Bhadhaka houses. Moveable Asc. 1,3,5,9 &10 is favourable.
Longevity is determined by 1st, 8th & 3rd Fixed Asc. 1,3,5,10 &11 is favourable.
cusps, 1st cusp is the native 8th cusp Dual Asc. 1,3,5,9 &11 is favourable.
ayusthaana, 8th to 8th is 3rd which is a
supporting houses for longevity. The
vyayasthaanas for 8th & 3rd becomes negative
which is defined as Maraka Houses i.e. 7th &
2nd.
For Ascendants of Moveable signs 11th, Fixed
signs 9th and Dual signs 7th is Bhadhaka
house which is detrimental to longevity. Any
connection to Maraka and Bhadhaka house
would reduces the longevity.

Apart from long longevity, good health is also a gift for
which the 1st cuspal sublord should be connected to
1st, 5th or the 11th, and not to 6th (disease and
sickness), the 8th (danger to life), or the 12th
(hospitalisation).
If the 1st cuspal sublord signifies Maraka houses 2 &
7 along with Bhadhaka house indicates short life
span. If 1st cuspal sublord signifies 1,5, 10 or 9 not
connected to Bhadhaka and Maraka houses gives
long life. Medium life is promised if lagna sublord
connects apart from the above houses to 6, 8 & 12
along with Marakasthana.

Chart 1 is a Senior IAS officer, retired as
Cabinet Secretary. Being Simha lagna with
Lagna Sun along with Mercury & Venus in his
own star very strong representative of Lagna.
1st cuspal sublord is Mars who is lord of 4 & 9
in Sun’s star signifying 1, 4 &5. 3rd cuspal
sublord is Sun who is in his own star
representing 1st house in close conjunction
with Venus signifying 1&10, 8th cuspal sublord
is Ayukarka Saturn who is in Kethu star 9th
house and aspect of Mars from 5th hence a
connection to 9th which is a Bhadhaka
reduces some longevity before completing
Purnaayu of 99 years. Now is having good
health and longevity becaz strong Lagna lord
Sun in own house and star. He enjoyed name,
fame and reputation during his tenure of office
and had many credits to his account.

Chart 2 is also a senior IAS Officer retired as
Cabinet Secretary and nominated as Judge to
International Court from Govt. of India. The native
was born in Mesha Lagna and 11th is Bhadhaka.
1st cuspal sublord is Saturn who is Bhadhaka
trailing behind the cusp and loses the propensity
of Bhadhaka in the star of Rahu who is in 9th
Jupiter’s house along with Lagnesh Mars
conjunction is favourable for longevity. 3rd Cuspal
sublord Venus who is 2nd n 7th Maraka lord in
Moon star who is in 6th negative to 7th house.
Venus also in 6th bhava loosing his negative
content by sitting in vyaya bhava. 8th Cuspal
Sublord again Venus and the representation is the
same. Hence the native is enjoying long longevity
with name, fame and reputation. 5th cuspal
sublord Mercury is in Jupiter star 3, 6, 7 & 12
hence having medium health.

Chart No.3 is a Big Industrialist in cement
industry, with lot of reputation, name and fame.
The native being Thula lagna and as per KP the
11th cusp Bhadhaka has fallen in Virgo instead of
Leo. A typical example for interception of cusps.
Lagna is also having 12th cusp. 1st cuspal sublord
is Sun (nobody in his star) in Saturn star signifies
3, 10 n 5. all are favourable. 3rd cuspal sublord is
Jupiter who is in mars star being 2nd & 7th also
6th cusp reduces the intensity of Maraka bhava is
in 5th is supporting for longevity. 8th cuspal
sublord Saturn Ayukarka is in Mars star signifying
5, 6,7 & 2. the sub lord of Saturn is Mercury who
is in Rahu star signifies 3rd also. Hence good
longevity is promised.

Chart No.3 is a retired Bank General Manager
with lot of experience in banking and financing.
The native was born in Mesha lagna and Saturn
as 11th lord is Bhadhaka lord. 1st cuspal lord is
Saturn Bhadhaka lord in 9th bhava in the star of
Moon who is in 3rd bhava is favourable. 3rd
cuspal sublord is Sun who is in his own star in
Lagna as lord of 5th gives good health and
longevity.; 8th cuspal sublord is Venus who is in
Rahu star signifies 11 and 2nd is not favourable.
However the 5th cuspal lord also Venus
connection with 11th house has given him good
health.

Chart No.5 is a House wife with no mental stability
since a long time. Her husband is no more and
son settled in US. 1st cuspal sublord is Venus in
12th house in moon star who is in 5th as lord of
second hence mind condition is not in order, she
forgets many things within a short time. Here
signifying 5th is favourable. 3rd cuspal sublord is
Jupiter in his own star as Bhadhaka lord in 1st
cusp signifying 1st only becaz 7th is occupied by
Saturn and 10th occupied Rahu. 8th cuspal
sublord is Mars who is in venus star signifies 12
and nobody is mars star signifies 3rd, 6th and
11th, all are favourable houses only. 5th cuspal
sublord is Mercury who is Lagnesh in 12th bhava
in the star of Mars which is connected to 3, 6, 11
given physical health but not mental health.

